Florida Writes Rubric
Focus
 Organization
 Support
 Conventions
 
 
You are clearly on topic, no doubt you know your topic well and it shows. You give Insight and Info; creative and talented.
 You are beautifully organized, no choppy jumps between or within paragraphs, the form is not noticeable.
 You elaborate so well that when the reader Is finished, there Is nothing left unknown.
 You have varied sentence structure and few, If any, errors: vocab. is
impressive and right.
 
The writing is focused on topic and it fits the writing situation. You hang with the topic to end.
 Your organizational pattern is clear, logical and effective; effective transitions give a sense of completeness.
 You elaborate well with good specific examples and details. You develop each Idea fully.
 You have a varied sentence structure, few errors and your vocabulary Is high and accurate.
 
Your writing is focused on topic and it contains few, if any, loosely related Ideas.
 The organizational pattern Is visible, but the transitional devices help that paper to flow well.
 You elaborate pretty well, but at times could be more specific or offer examples to strengthen your work.
 You have some variation in sentence structure, adequate vocab. and adequate skills in conventions.
 
Your writing is focused on the topic, but your ideas are a little loose. Some do not follow the topic logically.
 You are stiffly organized, but still organized. Your transitions are stiff and often not there at all. There is no flow.
 You do elaborate at least once pretty well, but your support Is uneven. You state facts, or list, without back up.
 Some variation In sentence structure, adequate vocab., your conventions are okay, but you need practice.
 
Your writing does address the topic, but then you lose it with loose Ideas.
 There is some attempt to organize, you have a beg., mid., and end, but that’s about It
 Your support is weak and you tend to repeat yourself; listing; no specifics.
 You have quite a few errors which tend to prevent sense; limited vocab.
 
Your writing briefly addresses the topic; seldom get beyond a paragraph or two.
 May have an organized pattern, but lacks any signs of completeness; no beg., mid., end.
 You don't support your Ideas; tend to list without support; generalizations and fragmentary Ideas.
 Frequent and obvious errors; really impedes understanding; weak vocabulary.
 



